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At its heart, this is a story about
Put all these ingredients
together…
Cult of an (eccentric)
personality

Facebook
defines the
new world

A major
motion
picture

America loves a
“strike it rich” story
A dose of
scandal
Arcane
regulations

… and something is bound to blow up
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Everyone on and off Wall Street wanted a piece of the action…
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Everyone on and off Wall Street wanted a piece of the action…

… and the valuations went up and up
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Everyone on and off Wall Street wanted a piece of the action…

… but the initial plan was to keep it private
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The SEC disagreed

Rule 502(c):
Limitation on manner
of offering. … [N]either
the issuer nor any
person acting on its
behalf shall offer or
sell the securities by
any form of general
solicitation or general
advertising….
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The SEC disagreed
 Section 12(g) of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934 required a company to
register its securities with the SEC if it has
assets exceeding $1million and a class of
equity held of record by 500 or more
persons
 Counting rules: “holders of record”, not
“beneficial owners”
 But you can’t evade the rule – SEC
apparently thought Goldman Sachs’ $400
million deal via an SPV in January 2011
might be a circumvention
 Facebook agreed to register with the SEC
by the time the rule would apply
 The JOBS Act increased the holder limits
to 2,000
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Against all this hype, Zuckerberg said he didn’t want an IPO
“I tend to think that being private is better for us right now
because of some of the big risks we want to take in
developing new products. For example, products like
News Feed, Platform, Connect and so on were all fairly
controversial early on but have proven to be valuable
services. The experience of managing the company
through launching controversial services is tricky, but I
can only imagine it would be even more difficult if we had
a public stock price bouncing around. There are a lot
more new things left to build like the examples I
mentioned above, and I’d rather focus on building them
than on going public right now.”
http://nymag.com/daily/intel/2012/05/mark-zuckerbergsnightmare-comes-to-life.html

… The SEC made me do it
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Were the issues hidden in plain sight?
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Timeline of a disaster
July 3, 2013
Facebook closes at $24.52 per share

September 4, 2012
Shares close at all-time low of $17.73

May 18, 2012
Trading opens at $42; major technical issues at NASDAQ
delay trades; share closes at $38.23

May 22, 2012
Shares close at $31.00
May 16, 2012
Facebook increases the number of shares being offered by
84 million to more than 421 million

May 17, 2012
Pricing of IPO at $38 per share
May 15, 2012
Facebook increases the IPO price range to $34 to $38 per
share

May 9 – May 11, 2012
Syndicate analysts call selected accounts to advise them of
reduction in revenue projections (dates uncertain)

May 7 – 15, 2012
During the roadshow, analysts at the three lead underwriters
(Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs and JP Morgan) as well as
Bank of America reduced their internal revenue forecasts

May 9, 2012
Facebook amends S-1 with expression of caution about
revenue growth due to rapid shift to accessing Facebook over
mobile devices

May 7, 2012
Roadshow starts

May 3, 2012
Facebook sets price range of $28 to $35

April 23, 2012
Facebook amends S-1 to note fall in Q1 net profits due to
higher expenses

February 1, 2012
Facebook files for IPO with SEC (Form S-1)
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The underlying issue was easy to understand…
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…and was disclosed in principle
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…and was disclosed in principle
Redline

Let’s get behind this change.
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Facebook’s communications with analysts
CFO – David Ebermann

April 16 – Analyst presentation
Second quarter 2012 revenue estimate
$1.1 to 1.2 billion
Full year revenue estimate for 2012
$5 billion
May 7 – Roadshow began
CFO privately expressed doubt on these estimates due to recent start of
mobile ads and limited ads per page
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Facebook’s communications with analysts
CFO – David Ebermann

May 7 – Revised estimates becoming clear
Second quarter 2012 revenue:
“low end of the $1.1 to $1.2 billion range”
Full year revenues
3% to 3.5% lower than previously forecast $5 billion
May 8 – Roadshow continues
Solution found: “…[U]pdate analyst guidance without creating the appearance
of not providing the underlying trend information to all investors and that
solution could be filing an amendment to the S-1 with the updated Q2 trend
information and after that speaking to analysts to offer them updated guidance
based on that public filing”
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Facebook’s communications with analysts
Treasurer – Cipora Hermann

May 9
Treasurer calls to analysts
Amendment to S-1 filed
May 10 and May 15
Further calls
Treasurer’s script for calls:
I wanted to make sure you saw the disclosure we made in our amended filing. The upshot
of this is that we believe we are going to come in the lower end of our $1.1 to $1.2 bn
range for Q2 based upon the trends we described in the disclosure. A lot of investors
have been focused on whether the trend of ad impressions per user declining (primarily as
a result of mobile) was a one-time, or continuing, occurrence. As you can see from our
disclosure, the trend is continuing. You can decide what you want to do with your
estimates, our long term conviction is unchanged, but in the near term we see these
trends continuing, hence our being at the low end of the $1,100 + $1,200 range.
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These calls led to revised estimates

Second quarter 2012 revenue estimates

$ 1.175 bln
- 5.44%

$ 1.111 bln

$ 1.166 bln

$ 1.182 bln

- 5.66%

$ 1.100 bln

- 7.27%

$ 1.207 bln
- 6.79%

$ 1.096 bln

$ 1.125 bln

$ 5.044 bln

$ 5.169 bln

Full year revenue estimates for 2012

$5.036 bln
- 3.61%

$ 4.854 bln

$ 5.040 bln
- 4.46%

$ 4.815 bln

- 4.06%

$ 4.839 bln
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- 6.13%

$ 4.852 bln

These calls led to revised estimates
2013 EPS Estimates

88 cents
- 5.68%

83 cents

66 cents

70 cents

- 3.03%

64 cents

- 4.28%

66 cents

Means of Dissemination
 Phone calls and conference calls with big investors
 Communications within investment banks to sales forces
No reference to guidance or the figures in any public document
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68 cents
- 7.35%

63 cents

Facebook’s opening day woes were exacerbated by NASDAQ’s mess

Delayed start of trading at 11:30 am
Computers kept adjusting order prices
Some orders not executed
Some orders executed at other prices
Confirmations not sent
1:50 pm: Sell order of 11 million shares due not to a mystery seller, but to the
order backlog
Nasdaq: We were unprepared for increasing numbers of cancellations in the
hours before the start of trading
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Class actions lawsuits were filed in no time flat, and investigations began
 Numerous “copycat” actions filed
 Allege material misstatements and omissions – relating to mobile daily active users
(DAUs) increasing – more quickly than anticipated, more quickly than delivery – due to
mobile device use
 Argument: Cautionary language and warnings in the prospectus were untrue because
Facebook at time of IPO was experiencing a “severe and pronounced reduction in
revenue growth” due to increase of users via mobile devices
 Argument: Company told underwriters to materially lower their revenue forecasts for
2012
 Argument: Non-disclosure that some analysts reduced performance estimates during
the roadshow (selective disclosure)
 Against Nasdaq: Essentially negligence (few substantiated allegations)
Nasdaq paid $10 million to settle SEC allegations of securities
law violations due to “poor systems and decision-making”
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The political side heated up as well
The chairman of the Senate Banking Committee, Sen. Tim Johnson, D-S.D., said
late Wednesday that his panel wants to learn more about the social network’s initial
offering
“I think there is a lot of reason to have
confidence in our markets and in the
integrity of how they operate, but there
are issues that we need to look at
specifically with respect to Facebook”
– SEC Chairman Mary Schapiro
House Financial Service Committee spokesman Jeff Emerson said the committee is “gathering
information and facts” about the circumstances surrounding the Facebook offering
Sen. Sherrod Brown, D-Ohio, a senior member of the Senate banking panel,
said well-functioning securities markets “require transparency and accountability,
not one set of rules for insiders and another for the rest of us.” “We know that
the (Securities and Exchange Commission) must fully investigate and take
appropriate action if it discovers any violations,” Brown said in a statement
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That’s what happened. Why did it happen?
Dot-com
boom and
bust
The
disclosure
rules

Hubris

The media
feeding
frenzy

Handling of
projections
in IPOs

Role of
analysts in
IPOs

Price setting
in IPOs
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The dot.com boom and bust is all too recent
 Valuations multiplied
as soon as you
added “.com” – and
then vanished in the
absence of
sustainable business
plans
 Scholars, pundits
and others are still
looking for the
culprits
 Blame can be placed
on the banks, the
regulators, the
analysts, the dot.com
entrepreneurs – and
investors
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The dot.com boom and bust is all too recent
 Investors always want to find the next sure thing
 Maybe Facebook, Groupon and other recent deals would be “it”
 But maybe capitalism works:

•
•

There were untold numbers of startups in a rapidly developing field
Economic Darwinism says, only the strongest survive: Amazon, Google, E-bay,
Apple and yes, Facebook
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The dot.com boom and bust is all too recent

Maybe Facebook is
just fine.
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IPO disclosure: Multiple purposes, multiple masters
The IPO Prospectus
 In US public offerings, disclosure must be made in a prospectus
containing all information material to an investment decision
 If it contains material misstatements or omissions, and investors
lose money, the issuer is “strictly liable” and the other offering
participants share liability unless they undertook a reasonable
investigation
 In the US, the class action device makes litigation a disaster and a
costly settlement rather likely unless the claim is obviously
meritless
 Elsewhere prospectus liability claims can also be expensive, and
reputations can suffer
 Result: Cautionary statements, and lengthy discussions of the
risks
 But the prospectus is supposed to be a marketing document too
 Leads to: Risk language tries to stay general, avoid getting too
specific

Liability
Avoidance
28

Disclosure Rules

Investment Case
Factual
Introduction
Growth Story
Customer
Information
Marketing
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Why don’t IPO prospectuses include projections?
Clear Rule: IPO prospectuses need not include projections, estimates or forecasts.
Why not?
 Projections are based on many assumptions, uncertainties and predictions about
facts, some outside the company’s control

•
•

Distinguish from hard facts known to the company
Distinguish from obligation to disclose trends
What if the projections are wrong?

 There’s a risk of liability if projections etc. turn out to be incorrect
 Not to mention a share price decline, disappointed investors and loss of face
 Prospectus directive: Auditor attestation requirement for projections
“Projections are inherently speculative and unreliable”
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Why aren’t projections deemed “material”?
 Tension exists between disclosure of projections with the accompanying assumptions
and discussion of the risks vs. a fear the assumptions are off and the risks identified
turn out to be the wrong ones

Disclosure
of
Projections

Projections
correct

Assumptions
correct

Projections
correct

Assumptions
off

Projections
correct

Assumptions
off

Projections
incorrect
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Good
Discussion of
Risks
Good
Discussion of
Risks
Risks wrong

Risk of Price
Collapse and
Lawsuits

Why aren’t projections deemed “material”?

As a result: It’s very rare to put projections in IPO
prospectuses
But: Institutional investors want to get projections from
somewhere!
This is where the research analysts come in!
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Role of Research Analysts in IPOs
 Any IPO company has (should have?) a business plan and financial expectations
 Investors want to know what’s in the business plan, what the business plan means
and whether the financial expectations are achievable
 But to disclose all this in the prospectus would expose management to liability risk if
things turn out differently
 And it’s hard to get fully comfortable with management’s expectations without some
more experienced (external) check

Research analysts talk to management, review management’s business plan and
projections, look at comparable companies and other factors and “build their own
models” for the company’s results going forward (and target share price)
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But things changed after the dot.com crash, and are changing again
 Before that bubble burst, the research analysts worked directly with the deal teams
 Their research reports were integral parts of the selling effort and published pre-deal
 Underwriters for IPOs were chosen based on their analysts, and the analysts were
pressured (and compensated) for bullishness
 An entertaining body of evidence came to light suggesting that junk companies were
hyped up
The Research Industry Settlement
 Chinese walls between analysts and deal teams
 Syndicate analysts may not publish research until 40 days post IPO
 Other steps to consider to avoid or mitigate conflicts of interest
The U.S. JOBS Act of 2012
 For “emerging growth companies” (EGCs), immediate publication of research is again
permitted
 Chinese walls now have some tunnels where ECGs are involved
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Now analysts communicate with institutional investors, not retail
 What research analysts are currently permitted to do during IPOs:

•
•
•
•

Meet with company management
Review the business plan and the company’s own estimates/projections
Generate their “own” models with some help from management
Discuss their estimates confidentially with their customers (essentially, big institutions)

 This means that the big institutions are getting the projections
 In Europe, pre-deal research can be published but research goes to the analyst’s
customers, not the public, and the biggest investors will get the most attention
 In no case are retail investors getting the projections directly (possible their funds are,
though)
This is an application of the Law of Unintended Consequences:
The research analyst settlement addressed over-hyping of IPOs. But no one
anticipated that analysts would selectively communicate bad news pre-IPO!
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Price-Setting in IPOs is not a fully transparent process
 Companies don’t want just any old shareholders – so the process is to a great extent
one-on-one
Retail vs. Institutional
Retail

Institutional

• Wider distribution
• Liquidity
• More likely to buy and hold?

• Sophisticated; badge of quality
• Larger blocks of shares
• Support in secondary market

Institutions v. Institutions
Pension funds, insurance
Hedge funds
companies
• Buy and hold
• Badge of quality
• Maybe less activist

• Huge pots of cash to invest
• May be quick to flip
• Often more activist

Ideal is that the banks work hard to achieve the right mix of investors
38

The dynamics of the order book

Prices
ranges
and limits

Regional
split

Institutional/
retail mix

Cornerstone
investors

Pricing
strategies

Address
the ready
cash

X-times
over-subscription

 Desire for the right IPO “Pop”

•
•
•
•

Immediate profit for the banks’ key accounts
Press attention
Management satisfaction, i.e. not too much cash left on the table
Ease of secondary market management: Price stability, no significant price decline
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The Facebook frenzy made rationality impossible when bad news broke
 Faced with bad news late in the marketing process, many deals would have been
delayed
 The frenzy made it very difficult to manage the overall valuation down

•
•
•

Would have been seen as a disaster for all participants
Careers to make or break at the investment banks
Rare to adjust downward due to company-internal factors: Delay would have been
more likely; and delay can lead to abandonment

Then the frenetic trading took
down Nasdaq
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Hubris

43

Where do we go from here?
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Adopt a new approach to research?
Encourage more active engagement of research analysts in IPOs?
 The analysts are professionals who
can provide useful insights that can
help price the deal “properly”

▬ The

JOBS Act cannot change the
terms of the settlement agreements or
liability risk, so it is unclear how much
will really change in practice

 This was the case prior to the dot.com
meltdown, until the industry settlement
required Chinese walls between the
analysts and the deal teams

▬ There

was a good reason for the
settlement: The hype machine was in
overdrive

 The U.S. JOBS Act is an attempt to
turn this back, if only for “emerging
growth companies” (revenues to $1
billion), which excludes Facebook

▬ The

analysts’ reports still go only to
those who pay for them (institutions –
their and the banks’ clients) and are
not published to a retail investor who is
using a discount brokerage

 Not every statement by an analyst is
hype, as the Facebook case
demonstrates
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Adopt a new approach to research?
Or: Take research analysts out of the IPO process altogether?
 Truer to the US securities law ideal that
the prospectus is the sole source of all
material information about the IPO

▬ The

information analysts provide must
be important to investors – people are
willing to pay for it and they clearly
react to it

 There is no realistic possibility of
resolving the conflicts of interests
inherent in the analysts’ role

▬ Mandating

a lesser quantum of useful
information about IPOs hardly seems
to promote market efficiency

 Would foster equality of information
among all participants in the IPO

▬ The

efficiency of IPO pricing may suffer
as a result of the suppressed
information

 Management needs to give trend
analysis, forward-looking to some
extent, in its disclosures in any event
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Adopt a new approach to research?
Or: Require companies to publish exactly what they provide orally or in writing to analysts?
 This would leave it up to companies
and their advisors how much, if
anything, to provide to analysts and
when in the process to provide it

▬ Highly

 Would represent a clear leveling of the
playing field among all investors

▬ Very

unlikely to work without
meaningful litigation reform or other
protection for the projections, in
particular for underwriters
difficult to draw the lines between
information consistent with previously
disclosed information and new
information, potentially leading to more
rather than less litigation

 Would preserve the role of the analyst
in “vetting” management’s plans and
expectations

▬ Giving

the projections more protection
from liability may substantially dilute
investor protection given the
importance of this information to
investment decisions
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Adopt a new approach to issuers publishing their projections?
Require issuers to include information (including quantifications) on their business plans
and expectations in the IPO prospectus?
 Would ensure equality of information
flow to all potential investors

▬ Getting

this information to a quality on
which management is willing to
assume prospectus liability is difficult –
there are so many assumptions and
variables

 Would make it easier to limit the role of
research analysts
 This information would then be covered
by the securities law disclosure
standards and the liability regime’s
protections for investors

▬ The

necessary risk language and
waffling may well eviscerate any real
benefit

▬ Management

is often too optimistic –
and the analysts (with their
experience of many issuers)
can be more realistic

 Would lead to a useful balancing of the
“hype” projections can contain with
carefully considered and contextual
disclosure on how future results could
differ
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Make some changes to the liability regime?
 As long as the risk of liability for
companies publishing their projections
is as high as it is, managements are
unlikely to step up to the inclusion of
projections in prospectuses

▬ This

 The current liability regime values
caution above all else, including to the
exclusion of meaningful and contextual
information on a company’s own
beliefs as to its prospects

▬ The

is the core of the US Depressionera securities laws: Investors need
protection from overoptimistic
(recklessly or fraudulently so)
companies and their promoters
risk of liability may limit at least
some unprepared businesses from
coming to market on pure hype

▬ The

liability regime assists in leveling
the playing field among retail investors,
institutional investors and insiders

 If promotion of growth businesses and
capital formation are goals,
management needs to have less fear
of a lawsuit just because it is optimistic
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Change the way IPO prices are set?
Require an auction without regard to investor type?
 Some IPOs are done this way already

▬ Would

 Can be more transparent, but perhaps
only if the current state of bids is
available in real time

▬ There

not necessarily have prevented
the Facebook debacle
may be advantages in being
able to select the investor base:
greater stability

 Possibly cheaper
for issues as
some of the “art”
for which the investment banks
charge is removed

▬ May

actually increase the risk that
hype leads to overpricing, followed by
immediate flipping
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Change the way IPO prices are set?
Slow down the pricing process if any new information develops?
 Require leveling of playing field via
equality of information for institutional
and retail investors

▬ This

 Ensure information can be digested by
the media before orders are made final

▬ How

is actually current law: You have
to make a judgment call whether to
delay while new information is digested
to extend this to information that
the company would not have published
anyway? In Facebook, the disclosure
was to some extent in the prospectus
already

▬ Delay

may lead to the amplification of
minor negative news and the
abandonment of otherwise
“good” deals
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What is likely to change?

Not much!
Here’s my bet:
 While there will be some development on greater inclusion of analysts for emerging
growth companies, the uncertainty concerning the continuing existence of the settlement
and the litigation surrounding Facebook will dampen changes
 Throwing out the analysts is not realistic – they provide a service throughout the capital
markets that is valued and paid for. Legislating them away would be hard
 Requiring companies to publish projections is highly unlikely to succeed because the
risks of liability are simply too high
 Requiring publication of whatever is given to analysts could be an attractive middle
ground – but this would be hard to implement given the interests of the analyst
community and the banks, and the liability risks
 Meaningful changes to the liability regime are not likely – this has been a Holy Grail for
decades
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